[Time-correlated measurement of autofluorescence. A method to detect metabolic changes in the fundus].
The detection of metabolic changes opens the possibility for intervention of reversible pathological alterations. Measurements of oxygen saturation are limited to the blood vessel system. Detection of alterations in oxygen concentrations are up to 3 orders of magnitude more sensitive by autofluorescence of coenzymes than by measurement of oxygen saturation. Because of limited transmission of the ocular media no specific excitation of endogenous fluorophores can be realised. For this reason it was investigated if the fluorescence lifetime after pulse excitation can be detected at the human fundus. Applying a laser scanner ophthalmoscope and mode-locked Ar(+) laser as well as time-correlated single photon counting, lifetime images of the living fundus were obtained. In mono-exponential approximation, a mean lifetime of 5 ns was detected from the optic disc and large vessels whereas about 1.5 ns were detected in the parapapillary area. By evaluating the frequency of lifetimes, lipofuscin, free FAD, and collagen are probably detectable. Comparative measurements were performed in fundus specimens and on free FAD.